Cape Town safety information for Tourists and Business Travellers

**Taxi Services**

Dial-A-Cab 076 917 4779 or 021 839 4565

Unicab (Black Avanza's all around town) 021 486 1600

Cape Town Taxi 084 522 1039 or 021 691 0709

*From R180.00 – R380.00 per person per one way trip dependent on route*

**UBER in South Africa –**

When taking uber in Cape Town you should check 3 items before commencing trip with vehicle supplied.

1. Valid operating license, green and red disc displayed on the windscren with registration number corresponding with the vehicle (in total vehicle used for earning revenue must have 3 discs displayed one roadworthy, one with operator details, and one green and red with operating permit)

2. That driver has valid PDP (Public Driving Permit) you must request his driving license where valid PDP is displayed.

3. Passenger liability insurance

In case of the absence of no1 you risk that police could impound the vehicle you are traveling with before you reach the destination, leaving you on the site of the road from where you have to arrange for another vehicle.

In case of the absence of no 2 you may not be covered by road accident fund and definitely not by insurance in case of accident.

In case of absence of no 3 you will be traveling uninsured and not covered in case of accident

If supplied vehicle has all the above and driver has valid PDP it is legal and safe to use it.

*Average rates for trips around the Cape Town CBD is between R60.00 and R80.00 per one way.*

*To/from CTIA is approximately R250.00 per one way.*

**Safety**

Here are our top tips for keeping safe in the city. For more detailed information, see the sections below.
• Avoid carrying large sums of cash, don’t carry cameras in plain sight and do not leave belongings unattended.
• Heed the advice of your hosts, Cape Town Tourism Visitor Centre staff, or locals on where to go after dusk. Avoid walking in deserted and dark places at night. Park in a secure, well-lit area with street guards.
• Never allow strangers to assist you in any way at ATMs or cash points.
• Street children and beggars may approach you for a handout. If you wish to help, consider giving food, donating to a registered charity or contact Cape Town Tourism for advice.
• Keep copies of all valuable documents in a safe place.
• When exploring Table Mountain National Park, take a map, comfortable walking shoes, a few friends and a charged mobile phone.
• When hiking, be prepared for weather that can change rapidly, even in summer. Bring along enough water and sunblock, as well as something warm to wear. Start heading back well before dark and don’t venture away from the demarcated paths. Tell a friend or your host where you are going and when you expect to be back.
• Load the Table Mountain National Park emergency number +27(0)861 106 417 into your mobile phone before departing on a hike. Cape Town Tourism and Protection and Emergency Services run a Visitor Support Programme to assist you, should you be involved in any incident during your stay.

Emergency Numbers

• Emergencies from a mobile: 112
• Emergencies from a landline: 107
• South African Police Service: 10111
• Ambulance: 10177
• Medical & Fire Emergencies: 021 535 1100
• Table Mountain NP Emergencies: 021 480 7700
• Sea & Mountain Rescue: 021 948 9900
• National Sea Rescue Institute: 082 911
• Baboon Monitors: 071 588 6540
• Shark Spotters: 078 174 4244
Safety in hotels

- Place your valuables/passport in a hotel safe.
- Never leave your personal property unattended.
- Close and lock the door when you are in your room.
- Don’t open the door without first checking who’s asking to come in.
- Use registered, qualified tour guides.

Safety in your car

- Have your keys ready as you approach your car.
- Always lock your doors. Park in well-lit areas at night.
- Keep enough distance between your car and the one in front to enable you to change lanes and drive away in a hurry.
- Don’t give lifts to strangers.
- Look around before entering your driveway.
- Be aware of strangers begging at intersections and avoid giving them money – rather give responsibly by donating to a known charity.
- Never open your window when approached by a stranger.
- If you think you are being followed drive to a busy place or a police station.
- Keep your valuables out of sight – ie Stash it, don’t flash it.
- After you’ve parked your car, make sure it is properly locked before you walk away, to ensure you don’t become a victim of thieves who use “remote jamming” devices.

Safety on the street

- Don’t walk in deserted or dark areas.
- Keep all possessions close to your body and in sight.
- Don’t use your cellphone while walking, and keep it—and your wallet—safely tucked away.
- The use of headphones may distract you from what’s happening around you.
- Plan your route beforehand.
- Avoid the obvious visibility of valuables such as jewellery, cameras, laptops and tablets.
• Don’t carry large sums of money and avoid counting it in the open.
• Tell someone where you are going and when you expect to return.

Safety out and about
• Stay in a group and on lit paths.
• Don’t keep all your money in one pocket.
• Use accredited taxis and cabs.

Dial-A-Cab
• Don’t leave handbags under tables, on the backs of chairs or on restroom hooks.
• Don’t leave cellphones or wallets on restaurant tables.
• Keep your credit card in sight all the time.
• Don’t leave drinks unattended.

Safety at ATMs
• Use ATMs in well-lit and safe places.
• Don’t allow your card to be removed from your sight.
• Don’t accept help from strangers or give out your pin number, not even to persons claiming to be bank officials.
• Watch out for the people standing very close to you and looking over your shoulder as you type in your pin.
• Never leave your card in the ATM. If it gets stuck or swallowed, follow instructions provided on the ATM machine.
• Make sure you are not followed after a transaction.

Give Responsibly
Street children and beggars may approach you for a handout. If you wish to help, consider giving food, donating to a registered charity or contact Cape Town Tourism for advice. You may also encounter aggressive begging in the CBD. This is intimidating behaviour that can make you feel threatened. You may also be followed around persistently despite your having said “no”. The CCID, which provides security in the city area, is available to help.
How to deal with it:

- Make eye contact and say “No, please leave me alone” firmly and clearly.
- If you feel threatened or uncomfortable in any way within the CBD, find a CCID Public Safety Officer and ask for assistance.
- Alternatively, walk into the first open venue and call one of the emergency numbers on this page.

Health

High-quality tap (faucet) water is available across the city and it is both palatable and safe to drink straight from the tap. The quality of the food is excellent, and Cape Town has some of the top restaurants in the world. We have a warm sunny climate and you should wear sunscreen and a hat whenever you are out of doors during the day, particularly between 10am and 4pm.

Medical

Medical facilities in Cape Town are world-class. There is an excellent network of both state and private hospitals.

If you’re an adult, you won’t need any inoculations unless you’re travelling from a yellow-fever endemic area (the yellow fever belt of Africa or South America), in which case you will need certification to prove your inoculation status when you arrive in the country. Hepatitis B inoculations are recommended for children up to the age of 12 who have not completed the series of injections as infants. Cape Town is a malaria-free area.